Abstract. In this paper, we describe the supervised learning approach to optimization problems in the spirit of the PAC learning model. By this approach, we discover domain-specific algorithms by learning from an oracle, which is also an optimization algorithm for the problem in question. We describe examples of learning backtracking-based algorithms and algorithms that implement the dynamic programming paradigm.
Introduction
For many NP-hard optimization problems, heuristic algorithms perform reasonably well in practice. This suggests that linking NP-hardness and intractability is not always justified, or maybe even rarely so. A possible explanation for this phenomenon is that the input domains on which the heuristic algorithms are tested do not contain "really hard" inputs. One of the most transparent restrictions on inputs used for testing is their sizes. An algorithm designer might conclude that meeting the needs of "practical" computing can be achieved by developing libraries of procedures that are efficient on the domains of interest. This strategy is de facto adopted by numerous software packages, such as LEDA [38] and LINK [5] . The obvious difficulty with this approach is the multitude of optimization problems and domains of interest: there are too many of both. Typically, the design and improvement of algorithms is performed by algorithm designers, and is based on intuition about the problem, knowledge of various algorithmic techniques, and an understanding of specific input features. Designing algorithms tuned to work well on specific input domains can be tedious and time consuming, and may result in a redundant and unmanageable set of specialized algorithms. The main point of this paper is that a good way of dealing with these problems is to design learning schemes, or learning algorithms, that automatically learn domain-specific optimization procedures.
Automating the algorithm design process has been a focus in the machine learning and artificial intelligence research community (see [14, 31, 40, 41] ). The idea of automated algorithm development was perhaps first realized in the field of genetic programming [34] . However, since genetic programming does not focus on efficiency, so far it appears that, with some notable exceptions (see [26] ), evolving programs-the main idea of genetic programming-is not yet practical. The learning approach to designing combinatorial optimization algorithms has been extensively developed in the context of reinforcement and statistical learning (see [8, 9, 10, 45, 51] ). An algorithm implementing the reinforcement learning strategy keeps track of the state-space of its search and moves from state to state according to a pre-designed set of objective functions that, in effect, control the search. The objective functions are manually designed based on general and problem-specific experience.
In this paper, we describe the supervised learning approach to optimization problems in the spirit of the PAC learning model [48] . By this approach, we learn domain-specific algorithms by consulting an oracle, which is also an optimization algorithm for the problem in question. Designing optimization algorithms by means of supervised learning was initiated in [4, 24, 19] and was further applied in [11, 12, 13, 20, 21, 22, 23] . Briefly, the PAC model applied to learning combinatorial algorithms is comprised of four stages:
(1) Algorithm training is performed on an input domain determined by a probability distribution or a suitable input generator; (2) The evolved algorithm is tested on the same domain on which it was trained (and is expected to perform "well") ; (3) The performance of the evolved procedure is characterized by a profile, comprised of the accuracy of its output and the probability of achieving that accuracy; and (4) The performance of the learning process is characterized by the number of training samples needed to construct a new algorithm with a given performance profile.
For a practically feasible implementation of the supervised learning model, one needs to supply a reasonably efficient oracle-algorithm whose performance is analyzed by the learning algorithm in order to construct a more efficient targetalgorithm, which we also call the evolved algorithm. For example, in order to design an algorithm for the longest common subsequence problem [13] , we use the algorithm from [50] as an oracle. To design a fast heuristic for the Maximum Clique Problem [19] , we use a procedure which implements a restricted backtracking algorithmic paradigm. In both cases, the usage of the oracle for learning and for testing involves time-demanding experiments. In [20, 21, 22] , we employ a method of reverse learning algorithm engineering, for which the learning is done on inputs generated from a given set of outputs. When reversed learning algorithm engineering is possible, we completely avoid the need for an efficient oracle algorithm. Another way of avoiding the time-consuming learning stage of the design process is to do the learning on inputs of a small to moderate size, and "generalize" (scale up) the results to the inputs of a large size. This technique is successfully used in [13] .
Supervised algorithm learning is essentially generic. The examples of learning presented in this paper deal with algorithmic strategies: backtracking (Section 2) and dynamic programming (Section 3). We describe the learning algorithms and illustrate them with several developed applications. The last section of the paper outlines possible implications of learning algorithms on practical computing.
Learning strategy for backtracking
Backtracking is an algorithmic paradigm that can be applied to virtually any discrete optimization problem, but as is well known, it is frequently inefficient for even moderate-size inputs. Nevertheless, experiments show [4, 24] that optimal solutions can often be obtained by traversing just a small portion of the whole backtracking tree. Thus, "learning" an area containing optimal solutions, the search area of the domain, may lead to a backtracking-based algorithm that is efficient on the domain. Having developed a description of the appropriate search area, the new algorithm would search through those nodes of the backtracking tree that belong to the search area; the output would be the best solution found. The success rate, i.e., the probability of finding an optimal solution, can be evaluated by testing, if not theoretically.
The challenge is to develop a general strategy for determining (learning), representing, and using a small search area where good solutions to inputs from a given domain can be found. In this section, we describe one such strategy which uses the language of backtracking coordinates for restricting the area of the search. In the following sections, we presents the experimental results of two implementations of the strategy: the Maximum Independent Set problem and the Shortest Superstring problem.
Backtracking coordinates.
The search performed by a backtracking algorithm can be viewed as scanning the nodes of the associated backtracking tree. Backtracking coordinates are strings of non-negative integers that describe the locations of the nodes in the tree, provided the order in which the algorithm visits the branches of the tree is fixed. Given two strings of non-negative integers, α = (a 0 , . . . , a p−1 ) and β = (b 0 , . . . , b q−1 ), we say that α covers β and write β α, if appending α with q − p 0's (only if q > p) yields b i ≤ a i , (i = 0, . . . , p − 1). For a given string α, the α-box B(α) is defined to be the set of all strings β covered by α. Given an integer t ≥ 0 and a string α = (a 0 , . . . , a p−1 ), the (t; α)-box B(t; α) consists of all strings β = (b 0 , . . . , b q−1 ) covered by α and such that q i=0 b i ≤ t. When α and t are understood from the context, we will call the set a box.
Let T be a rooted directed tree and let v ∈ V (T ). The subtree T (v) is defined as a subgraph of T induced on all vertices in T that can be reached from v by a directed path. A branch of v is a connected component of T (v) − v. A rooted directed tree with all edges directed from the root is called a preorder tree if, for every internal node, its children are linearly ordered. Let (v 0 , v 1 , . . . , v k ) be the directed path from the root r = v 0 to a node v = v k in a preorder tree T and let d i ≥ 0 be the index of v i+1 in the ordered set of its siblings (i
Every backtracking tree is an example of a preorder tree. If E is a backtracking algorithm, T is its backtracking tree, and I is an input to the problem under consideration, then there is a node v ∈ V (T ) corresponding to a solution S of I.
The T -coordinates of v are called the backtracking coordinates of S with respect to E, or simply the coordinates of S when E is understood from the context. The sum of the coordinates is called total. Backtracking coordinates of an optimal solution indicate the deviation of an optimal solution from the greedy solution, which corresponds to the 0-string. For a string α = (a 0 , . . . , a p−1 ), the search area S(α) covered by α is the set of all nodes of T whose backtracking coordinates (x 0 , . . . , x s−1 ) belong to the box B(α). The search area covered by the pair (t; α) is the (t; α)-box B(t; α). In general, we will consider search areas that are covered by the union of (t; α)-boxes. Then the scanning of such a search area involves testing membership of a node to the area. In the straightforward approach, the complexity of the testing is proportional to the size of the database containing all (t; α)-boxes.
Database learning.
The essence of database learning is to accumulate backtracking coordinates of solutions to inputs from a given domain and then to "re-interpret" the database of the coordinates as a description of a search area for the new algorithm. In the simplest case, the backtracking coordinates of each solution is treated as a (t; α)-box and the union of all such (t; α)-boxes is used to determine the search area. The algorithm is expected to perform "well" on the inputs in the domain, but it can be applied to arbitrary inputs.
To be able to construct a database (a collection of (t; α)-boxes), we need an oracle-an algorithm which can find an optimal solution to a given input to the problem. In the absence of a ready-to-use oracle, a variation of backtracking can be employed (see below the explanations to Stage 3). As a rule, an oracle is not very efficient, hence, the task of learning can also be viewed as boosting the efficiency of an oracle. Note that every combinatorial optimization problem can be efficiently reduced to that with a given target value of the objective function; often, the target value is a part of the input. The algorithms designed by database learning construct, with the prescribed probability, solutions whose value of the objective function is equal to the target. The learning comprises the following five stages:
Stage 1: Define a backtracking tree T for the problem; Stage 2: Use a given instance generator to supply inputs to oracle O; Stage 3: Apply O to the generated instances and store in D.initial the coordinates of the solutions; Stage 4: Let S be the union ∪ α B(α), where α ranges over the initial database D.initial. Define the search area of the algorithm as a set SA containing S. Stage 5: Set up the output algorithm to be the procedure which searches for a solution by scanning the nodes of T whose backtracking coordinates are in SA. Thus, the learning proper is being done at Stage 4, where the accumulated database D.initial is re-interpreted and generalized as a search area SA described with the use of another database, termed D.final.
Restriction trees.
A more efficient representation of the union of boxes is achieved with the use of restriction trees defined in [19] . They enable a constant amortized time for testing the membership of a node in a subtree of a backtracking tree which is the union of boxes. The idea of the representation implemented by restriction trees is, simply, to consistently replace identical branches of boxes by using integer labels on the edges, that show the range of the corresponding backtracking coordinates. The information about the totals is given by labels on the vertices. The simplest case of an r-tree is a restriction path, r-path, P = {(t, d 0 ), (t, d 1 ), . . . , (t, d p )}, where t is the label of the vertices (identical to all), and {d 0 , . . . , d p } are the labels of the edges. P represents the set A(P ) of all nodes of the backtracking tree whose coordinates belong to a {t; d 0 , . . . , d k }-box. In general, an r-tree T is a rooted, directed (from the root) tree such that
• every vertex and every edge has an integer label;
• for every vertex v, a linear order is defined on the set E(v); all labels on edges in E(v) with a possible exception for the first one are positive.
The properties of restriction tree and algorithms for constructing restriction tree that represent the search area described by a database of solutions can be found in [19] .
Creating the restriction tree can be done off-line and need only be done once for a given database. At run-time, the search algorithm keeps a pointer to a restriction tree and updates this pointer each time the search procedure moves in the search tree. The restriction relevant to the current search node is thus immediately available by looking at the restriction tree. Since the labels of the edges and nodes of the restriction tree are upper bounds for the out-degrees of the nodes of the search tree, the size of the former is usually only a fraction of that of the latter (for a complete description see [19] ). However, large databases that define complex search areas may result in large restriction trees. Although the overhead associated with the restriction lookup operation is reduced to constant factor, the size of the restriction tree may grow beyond practical limits. In general, for large problems, the database required to support a high degree of accuracy contains many entries accumulated from many training samples and the size of the resulting restriction trees becomes too large to be practical.
2.4.
Maximum independent set problem. The learning approach is applied in [24] and [19] to the Maximum Independent Set problem (linearly equivalent to the Maximum Clique problem). The language for describing search areas-the backtracking coordinates-is used in [24] to build programs that implement the standard backtracking algorithm whose search is restricted by imposing bounds on the backtracking coordinates of the tree-nodes that are to be scanned by the program. In [24] , the selection of the bounds is given to the user; in [19] , the notion of bounds is generalized to that of restriction trees, and an algorithm is described, which learns the restriction tree corresponding to a given input domain. It turns out that the language of backtracking coordinates is also useful for efficiently traversing the relevant part of the backtracking tree. The oracle used for our learning algorithm is a modification of the standard backtracking algorithm based on the following empirical observation: for many problems and many input domains, the individual backtracking coordinates of optimal solutions, as well as their sum, are small; in particular, the coordinates with large indices are 0's (greedy ending). By utilizing this observation, we created a procedure which is computationally acceptable as an oracle for learning.
The performance of the program implementing the evolved algorithm, called RB (for restricted backtracking), was tested on the domain of random graphs with edge probabilities 0.3, 0.5, and 0.7; the respective domains were denoted G(n, 0.3), G(n, 0.5), and G(n, 0.7). All experiments were done using a Sparc Ultra 2 Model 220, and the software is available from http://www.cs.rpi.edu/∼hollingd/rb/. The purpose of the testing is to establish the learning rate of RB and to compare its performance with that of RS [3] , which implements the reactive search strategy proposed by Battiti in [2] . Our experiments confirmed that the size of the area that with high probability contains solutions to all inputs is significantly smaller than that of the whole tree. Furthermore, the area can be "learned" using a relatively small number of examples. Our experiments also show that the rate and quality of learning are superior for denser graphs, for which the length of the solution is shorter.
Although RB's performance is superior to that of RS on G(0.5) and G(0.7), the reverse is true for G(0.3). Tables 1-3 present the results of the comparison. The numbers in every block are, respectively, the average run-time in seconds, and the rate of success, i.e., the proportion of the graphs for which the targets are found.
Our main objective is the improvement of RB. We identify the reason for the failure of RB to outperform RS on G(0.3) to be the "coarseness" of the clustering procedure for post-processing of the solutions accumulated in the training database. The search area constructed by the current clustering procedure contains too much "useless" space traversed by the evolved algorithm. Our idea is illustrated in Figure 1 . The points in Figure 1 (A) are collected through learning; the shaded area in Figure 1 (B) is the area traversed by the standard backtracking algorithm; the search area produced by the current procedure is illustrated in Figure 1(C) ; and the search area that should be used by the algorithm is in Figure 1(D) . Time-saving will be much higher for the k-dimensional integer inputs that arise from independent sets of the expected size k.
Note that the clustering problem we are dealing with is different from and is, in fact, easier than the classical clustering of sets in k-dimensional spaces for large k. An additional feature is that the description of the search area must be developed so that the evolved algorithm can efficiently traverse the area. The main reason this version of clustering is easier is that the effect of "non-perfect" clustering on the efficiency of the evolved algorithm is only marginal. Our current clustering algorithm is almost the simplest possible. We envision substantial improvement in this key element of the learning algorithm. More accurate clustering combined with efficient traversing can be done with the efficient use of restriction trees introduced in [19] .
Shortest superstring problem.
Database learning was applied in [20, 22] to the Shortest Superstring Problem, SSP. The instance of SSP is a finite collection S = {s 1 , s 2 , . . . , s n } of strings over a finite alphabet. The problem is to construct a shortest string u such that every s j appears in u as its substring. SSP is known to be NP-hard [36] . A number of approximation algorithms with a fixed approximation ratio have been developed that use different variations of the greedy [1, 15, 17, 33] . SSP is closely related to DNA-sequencing, which aims to sequence a strand of DNA from a set of "reads" (short fragments of the future superstring) whose locations in the strand are not known [49] .
Since the applications of SSP involve very large inputs, the only practically feasible strategy of implementing restricted backtracking appears to be to start with greedy merging, e.g. merging two input strings with the longest overlap. The greedy merging is applied a sufficient number of times until the number of remaining strings is sufficiently small. After that, it is replaced with a more elaborate, although more time-consuming search for the shortest superstring. For many applications, it was experimentally discovered that the need for non-greedy steps emerges only after a long sequence of greedy ones. The moment when the greedy strategy should be abandoned to achieve optimality depends on the input domain. For example, for the set of randomly generated strings the greedy strategy happen to be optimal almost till the very end; for the domain of DNA strings of the length up to 500,000, the first non-greedy merging needed for optimality was usually when close to 70 fragments left (out of an initial 5000) after the preceding merging. In our approach [20, 22] , the threshold is learned by experimentation.
The important property of SSP is that it permits reverse learning algorithm engineering. Often, the set of input strings is obtained from an (unknown) superstring by a random, or quasi-random fragmentation. This is assumed to be the case for the set of reads that are obtained for the DNA-assembly problem. Thus, we can learn the "parameters" of an assembly-strategy by selecting a long string u to serve as a target-superstring, and developing, at random, a set {s} of substrings of u, to serve as an instance of the problem. Knowing "an answer" to a given input allows checking the correctness of the possible merges. Such a construction is easily done for the case of randomly generated strings u; furthermore, many repositories contain already sequenced DNA-strings, that can be used for training and testing the evolved algorithms. Having created the set {s i } and u, one can easily determine if a greedy merging, is optimal. More generally, for a known superstring, it is computationally simple to determine backtracking coordinates of a sequence of mergings that would have yielded the superstring u from {s i }. This learning strategy was implemented [20] for SSP and in [22] for a more general variation of the string assembly problem. All inputs in our experiments are 4-symbol strings. The algorithms were tested on three domains, comprised of randomly generated strings, and several domains defined by DNA strings that were collected from various web-sites. The random domains are Random, Weighted Random, and Markov. The strings from Random are generated by a procedure which selects characters of the string at random according to the uniform distribution. The Weighted Random domain generates strings at random according to a weighted distribution {0.261, 0.239, 0.239, 0.261} which is the set of frequencies of based pairs A, C, G, T in the Human Chromosome 22 [43] . The generator for domain Markov creates strings by a Markov process using the table computed from Human Chromosome 22. The DNA-strings that we used for the experiments are helicobacter pylori (H. pylori), (see [46] ) and Human Chromosome 22. The length of the former is close to 500,000 and that of the latter is close to 32, 000, 000. For our learning experiments, we used randomly selected superstrings of lengths ranging from 200,000 to 500,000 at the interval of 50,000; for each value of the length and each domain, one hundred superstrings were used for learning. Each superstring was a substring of H. pylori or Human Chromosome 22; those originated from H. pylori (resp. Chromosome 22) form the domain P (resp. H). For each domains, fifty strings were used for testing. Most of the experiments were performed on ten Ultra-SPARC workstations running Solaris 8; early experiments were run using Solaris 7.
In DNA sequencing, it is not always the case that the shortest superstring is chosen as the correct answer, but for the purposes of testing our databases, we look for the shortest superstring found within the search area. The strings were obtained by randomly splitting each of the superstrings. The length of the strings was fixed at 500 and the cover ratios (the average coverage rate of the strings) used were 5.0 and 6.0. Every version of the evolved algorithm Assembly was tested on the domain that was used for its training, but also on "wrong" domains, for which it was not trained. For testing, the algorithms were given the collections of reads, but not the superstrings, as was done for learning. The knowledge of the superstrings allowed us to evaluate the approximation ratios of the algorithms by comparing the results found by the algorithm with the lengths of the corresponding superstrings. Since the experiments showed no significant difference in the performance of Assembly learned on the three random domains, we show here only the results of experiments related to domain Random (R). The two main objectives of the experiments were testing the accuracy of the algorithms on the domains and measuring the running time as a function of the number of operations, as well as the actual execution time. The accuracy of learning is measured by the approximation ratio, which we compute from the experiments according the following formula:
where N is the number of test-inputs (in our case N = 50); u i is the i th superstring used for testing; T i is the superstring constructed by Assembly for the i th test. The accuracy results are shown in Table 4 for cover ratios 5.0 and 6.0. Every column of the tables is labeled with two symbols that show the learning domain (left) and the testing domain (right). The rows correspond to the cover ratios. The two numbers of each entry in the tables show the accuracy (left) and the number of tests for which Assembly constructed the initial superstring (right) for input lengths of 500,000. The data show that the H-trained Assembly performs significantly better on domains H and P than the Random-trained Assembly.
The running time of Assembly is determined by that of subroutines Greedy, B Greedy, (both are provably polynomial) and Restricted backtracking. The  Figures 2-5 show the growth of the computation bounds versus the length of input. A detailed explanation of the bounds Bound and B Bound can be found in [20] . Figure 2 presents the growth of the parameter Bound of Greedy for four domains. Similarly, Figure 3 presents the growth of the parameter B Bound for B Greedy on four domains and for cover ratios 5.0 and 6.0. Note that even for maximal length of 500000, Bound≤ 70 and B Bound≤ 50 (different for different domains). In all cases, both bounds are significantly smaller for cover ratio 6.0 than that for 5.0. The data also show a significant difference between the values coming from the random domains and the DNA-domains. This and other plots suggest the reason for the poor performance on the DNA-domains the version Assembly trained on R. Figure 4 presents the growth, for all four domains and for the two cover ratio values, of the search space size for Restricted Backtracking bounded by the database which is accumulated during learning. The running time of the procedure is proportional to the size of the search space. Figure 5 presents the growth of the size of the database (the number of lines) depending on the sizes of the strings and the cover ratios. The plots suggest a sub-exponential growth of the size of the space, but would need more experiments with longer superstrings (maybe up to several million) to conjecture a polynomial growth.
3. Oracle-based learning for dynamic programming 3.1. Introduction. Dynamic programming is a bottom-up algorithmic strategy which achieves efficiency by systematically recording solutions for small subproblems and using them to find solutions for larger subproblems. The re-computation of smaller subproblems is eliminated through the use of additional memory, which [39] , sequence alignment [16, 44] , and the longest common subsequence problem, LCS [37] . While the computational benefits of dynamic programming are generally significant, for many "real-world" problems the inputs of interest are too large to be solved using this method. Whether it is possible to further reduce unnecessary or redundant computation for these types of problems is of great practical interest. Many attempts have been been made to develop more efficient algorithms for LCS Figure 5 . Database Size [28, 29, 42, 47, 50] . A learning approach for designing faster LCS-algorithms was used in [13] . Similar to learning for backtracking, learning for dynamic programming attempts to discover the "search area" which is essential for finding solutions to instances from the input domain in question. If the solutions to inputs from a given source are "close" to each other, learning may discover a small search area which would yield a more efficient algorithm. It is important to note that as for learning for backtracking, the goal of the learning approach here is not to discover "learnable" input domains, but rather to design a framework for automatically designing an algorithm tailored for a given input domain. An algorithm implementing the dynamic programming strategy finds a solution to a problem instance by constructing a set S of solutions to all subproblems associated with the given instance. The principle of optimality asserts that if a solution to a problem is optimal, then the solution to its subproblem is also optimal. Thus, only optimal solutions must be stored. Each entry of S is found as an optimal extension of the solution to a candidate subproblem. For each solution from S, the algorithm would "know" the particular subproblem whose extension yields this solution. Thus, having developed a solution to a problem instance, one can backtrack through a sequence of diminishing subproblems that lead to the solution. This defines the solution trace related to the instance of the problem. If the set S is encoded as a multi-dimensional matrix M of reals (as often the case), a solution trace is a one-dimensional sequence {a i,ki,li,... } (i = 1, 2, . . .) of entries of M . The search area of an input domain is then the union of all solution traces 1 over all inputs from the domain. The determination of the search area (given the encoding) is the objective of learning. An oracle algorithm is any algorithm for the problem at hand which is utilized for collecting the solution traces for inputs from the domain of interest. The search area may depend on the oracles bias, that is the particular way it selects solutions among equally optimal ones.
Learning, as implemented in [13] , consists of three major steps: (a) generating uniformly at random a finite number of instances from a given domain; (b) applying an oracle to each instance, in order to produce a set of solution traces; and (c) refining and scaling the search area. The algorithm which emerges from learning implements the restricted dynamic programming strategy, for which the full search is reduced to the search within the search area learned.
The goals of the third step, refining and scaling, are (c 1) to develop a method for creating a "small" search area which would contain solution traces for "most" inputs of a given domain; and (c 2) to develop a method for scaling up the search area learned from inputs of "small" size to that for inputs of any given size. A practically acceptable relaxation of c 1 is to aim for the search area which contains solution traces of "most" of "almost" optimal solutions. The first of these tasks is close to the rectangle learning game described in [32] . According to our experiments with the LCS-problem, even reasonably simple algorithms for both tasks yield impressively accurate and fast LCS-algorithms.
3.2. The longest common subsequence problem. The standard quadratic dynamic programming algorithm for LCS constructs solutions for all subproblems defined on prefixes { S i , T j } of the input pair S, T . Here, for two sequences S and T , S i and T j denote the prefix of S of length i and the prefix of T of length j, respectively. Let n = |S| ≥ m = |T |. If l(i, j) is the length of the shortest common subsequence of S i and T j , then the n × m matrix M = [l(i, j)] is called the dynamic programming matrix. The algorithm computes all entries of M , in particular, l(n, m), which is the real target. The first row, {l(i, 1)} n i=1 , and the first column, {l(1, j)} m j=1 , are computed directly. Every other entry is computed using the following reduction:
if
After M is computed, the solution trace and the longest common subsequence are determined by tracing back the computation using the same reduction above. The solution trace is a sequence {(s i , t i )} (i = 1, . . . , n), where s 1 = t 1 = 1, s n = n, t n = m, and for i > 1, the pair (s i−1 , t i−1 ) is defined by if l(s i , t i ) = l(s i−1 , t i−1 ) + 1, then {s i−1 = s i − 1 and
then {s i−1 = s i and t i−1 = t i − 1}; else {s i−1 = s i − 1 and t i−1 = t i }.
In our experiments, the oracle was an implementation of the O(np)-time algorithm described in [50] . Our implementation employs the technique from [27, 28] to create a linear memory algorithm.
For each input, the oracle solves the problem and returns an optimal solution trace shown in Figure 6 (a). Multiple inputs are solved to form a collection of solution traces shown in Figure 6(b) . Afterwards, the collection can be refined into a dynamic programming search area shown in Figure 6 (c). To identify clusters of solution traces, L traces from the database are used to produce n sorted lists {list i }, each of length L; list i consists of the y-values that are the i th entries of the corresponding traces. Two points, list i (a) and list i (a + 1), are included in the same cluster if
where t is a tuning parameter. Executing this rule for all adjacent pairs of {list i (a)} (a ∈ [1, L]) may split the list into more than one cluster. Figure 7 shows the cluster boundaries for several different randomly generated input domains. In our experiments, the number of training examples is fixed to 300. Each cluster is refined in order to extract an "essential" part of the search area. The points of the original cluster that are removed are assumed to be noise. The refinement operation cuts off the boundary points in a sequence of steps shown in Figure 8 . The number of refining steps is determined experimentally. After each refinement, the new algorithm with the current search area is tested. The refinement and testing are repeated until the accuracy exceeds the predetermined level.
A scaling operation is applied to a sequence of search areas {S i } obtained through learning on relatively short inputs of lengths {n i }; (n i < n i+1 ) (0 ≤ i ≤ k − 1) in order to develop a search area S for longer inputs from the same input domain (Figure 9 ). For this particular application it is advantageous to consider search areas described by their lower and upper bounds
The sizes {|S i |} are approximated by the function An 
. The value γ is selected to be α − 1 to guarantee that the size of the scaled up area would grow as n α ; the other parameters are determined using the least squares method. and g(x) for x ∈ {⌈j(n − 1)/q⌉} are computed using linear extrapolations; that is, if x j < x < x j+1 for some j ∈ [0, q − 1], then
In our experiments, n i ranges from 1000 to 10,000 and q = n 0 .
Selected experiments.
To reduce experimentation to a manageable amount, we fix the target accuracy to 0.999 and evaluate the growth of the running time of the programs subject to this constraint. The rdp-program is trained on sequences of length up to 10,000 (either two symbol or four symbol inputs). To establish its accuracy, the solutions found by rdp are compared with the optimal solutions found by np for 50 inputs. These trials are used to measure both the speedup over np and the accuracy of the evolved program. The running times are extrapolated to project the asymptotic running time of the procedure. The areas obtained by direct learning are scaled up to construct search areas for large inputs. The training is done on the domain of equal length sequences generated uniformly at random.
The two plots in Figure 10 show the relationship between the average number of comparisons and the length of the input for the following algorithms:
• np by Wu et al.: Used as the oracle for both learning and accuracy testing.
• rdp(learned): Uses restricted dynamic programming on search areas that were directly learned and refined to produce 0.999 accuracy. Figure 10 . Runtime growth of rdp and np
• rdp(scaled): Uses restricted dynamic programming on search areas constructed by scaling. Search areas learned on inputs of length 1000 to 10,000 are scaled for larger input lengths.
The measurements were done on the lengths 1000 + i × 200, for i = 0, . . . , 45.
Additional experiments not present here show that for both programs, rdp and np, the cpu running time is proportional to the number of comparisons. Furthermore, the number of comparisons for rdp is very close to 3× the size of the search area. The asymptotic growth of the running times of the algorithms was computed using the least squares method and the results are presented in Table 5 . To summarize, the experiments indicate that learning and scaling yield a near-optimal LCS algorithm that is asymptotically faster than the oracle.
The two plots in Figure 11 show the effects of relaxing the accuracy constraint on the number of computations. Both plots in Figure 11 present the average accuracy computed on 50 testing trials for inputs of length 100,000. The search areas are developed by collecting and clustering 300 traces. Afterwards, each search areas is reduced using the refinement process. The two initial search areas yield greater than 0.9999 accuracy for two and four symbol inputs. For two symbol inputs, rdp run on the unrefined area achieves a speedup of 2.1 over the np-algorithm. After refining the search area to the 0.999-accuracy, rdp achieves a speedup of 10.6. Similarly, for four symbol inputs, refinement to 0.999 accuracy increased the speedup from 4.0 to 17.3. Refinement significantly reduces the size of the search areas while introducing only a slight loss of optimality.
The scaled search areas are developed by learning on inputs of length 1000 to 10,000. Then the areas are scaled up to inputs of length 15,000 to 100,000. For all experiments, the scaled search areas achieves a slightly better than 0.999 accuracy: for two symbol inputs, the average accuracy is 0.9992 with a standard deviation σ = 6.7 × 10 −5 ; and for four symbol inputs, the average accuracy is 0.9992 with In an additional experiment, we further scaled the two symbol search area for inputs of length 1,000,000. Based on 20 trials, rdp(scaled) achieves the average accuracy of 0.9994 with σ = 8.7 × 10 −5 . Scaling provides a process for generating highly accurate search areas for large input sizes where direct learning would be infeasible.
Conclusion
The development of the learning approach to the problem of designing optimization algorithms may have a significant impact on the model of practical computing. We envision future systems, similar to LEDA and LINK, containing learning algorithms that "perpetually" learn and store search areas for diverse domains of inputs to the corresponding problems. In addition to the collection of databases with search areas, the algorithms are supplied with classification algorithms that determine, given a specific input, the most appropriate search area or areas to be used by the programs on the input. The effectiveness of the whole system, including the learning algorithm and the classification algorithm, will in time increase when more search areas are identified and/or more efficient learning strategies are discovered.
The need for massive background and/or online experimental work necessitates the development of software support for creating, running and post-processing experiments. Such a system should be able to facilitate the monitoring of ongoing experiments and the analysis of the results. This system will use XML or a similar tool for a common data representation; automatically build experiments; and support a variety of methods for viewing graphical and textual results, as well as generating summaries.
